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Abstract 
The quality of ranking determines the success or failure of information retrieval and the goal of ranking is to learn a 
real-valued ranking function that induces a ranking or ordering over an instance space. We focus on stability and 
generalization ability of IRSVM for replacement case. The query-level stability of IRSVM for replacement case and 
the generalization bounds for such ranking algorithm via query-level stability by changing one element in sample set 
are given. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
The key issue in web search is to construct a ranking function such that given a query the ranking 
function can rank the retrieved web pages in a way that can maximally satisfy users’ search needs. In 
consideration of this, IRSVM studied in [1] and [2] is an adaptive version of Ranking SVM to the IR 
applications. 
 [3] learn the generalization bounds for the extension of this ranking algorithm via uniform leave-one-
query-out associate-level loss stability. Our paper as the continue work of [3], consider stability for 
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extension ranking algorithm raised by [3] and the generalization bounds for such ranking algorithms in the 
replacement case. The organization of this paper is as follows: we describe the setting of ranking problem 
in next section. Using these notions, we derive stability and generalization bound for stable ranking 
algorithms in the replacement case.  
2. Settings  
The setting in this paper is the same as [3]. All the notions if cannot found in the following paper , then 
can refer [3] for detail. The expected query-level loss is defined as: 
L(f;q)= ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ; , ( )) ( , ( ))q q q qqG l f g D d dgω ω ω ωΩ×∫ . 
Empirical query-level loss, which defined as: 
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The expected query-level risk which associated sample set defined as: 
( )lR f = ( ; )QE L f q = ( ; ) ( )QQ L f q P dq∫                                             (1) 
And, the empirical query-level risk now associated training sample is defined as: 
ˆ ( )lR f =
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IRSVM is widely used in ranking for IR, which views document pair as associate of the query and 
minimizes: 
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Where ( ) ( )( ; , )i ih j jl f z y  is the hinge loss, and K is a kernel function in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert 
Space(RKHS). 
3. Stability of uniform associate-level loss stability for replacement case 
Y. Lan (see [3]) defined uniform leave-one-query-out associate-level loss stability. To use notions 
defined above, we use uniform associate-level loss stability for change one element in training sample. It 
is also good measures to show how robust a ranking algorithm is.  
Definition 1. (Uniform associate-level loss stability for replacement case) [4]. Let A be a learning 
for rank algorithm, {(qi, Si), i = 1,…, r} be the training set, l be the associate-level loss function, and τ be 
a function mapping an integer to a real number. We say that A has uniform associate-level loss stability 
( )rτ  with respect to l, if ∀  qj ∈Q, Sj ∈ ( ) jnGΩ× , j = 1, … , r, q ∈Q, ( ( )iz , ( )iy ) ∈ GΩ× , the 
following inequality holds:
'
, ,1
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Here 
'
, ,
1{( , )}
r j q j
i i iq S = stands for the samples (q1, S1), …, (qj-1, Sj-1), ( 'jq , 'jS ) ,(qj+1, Sj+1), …, (qr, Sr), where 
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query (qj , Sj) is changed for another query( 'jq , 'jS ), and 'jS  refers to(
'( )
1
jz ,
'( )
1
jy ),…, ( '
'
( )
j
j
n
z ,
'
'
( )
j
j
n
y ).We 
will use the notations hereafter. 
      Using the conventional stability theory in [5], we can get the following result which shows the query-
level stability of IRSVM in replacement case. 
Theorem 1. If ∀ x∈ X, K(x,x) ≤ 2κ < ∞ , then IRSVM has quary-level stability with coefficient 
28( )r
r
κ
τ λ= . 
4. Generalization bound 
The main tool to get generalization bounds for uniform query-level stability ranking algorithm is well 
known McDiarmid inequality as follows. 
Lemma 1 [6]. Let X1,…,XN be independent random variables, each taking values in a set C. Let φ : 
NC → R be such that for each k∈{1, …,N}, there exist kc >0 such that 
'
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Based on the McDiarmid inequality and Theorem 1, we can further derive the generalization bound of 
IRSVM. In particular, as the function
1{( , )}ri i iq S
f
=
 is learned from the training samples (q1, S1),… , (qr, Sr), 
there is a constant C satisfy that, for ∀ (q1, S1),… , (qr, Sr), we have 
1{( , )}ri i iq S K
f C
=
≤ . Then for ∀ (q1, 
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≤ + . We obtain the following theorems. 
Theorem 2. If ∀ x∈X, K(x,x) ≤ 2κ < ∞  and we have no constraint on r, then for IRSVM, ∀ δ ∈  (0, 
1), with probability at least 1- δ  over the samples of 1{( , )}ri i iq S = in the product space 
1
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'
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Divide ρ  into two terms: ρ  = 1ρ − 2ρ , and 
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With (1), as 1ρ  is an integral function, the following inequality holds: 
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By jointly considering (2) and (3), we obtain: 
'
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Thus, applying McDiarmid’s inequality, we get for any ε >0, 
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The reason that the last equality holds is as follows. Because the integral is conducted over all of the 
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samples, and the samples are i.i.d., we can change the ith query in the training set for ( ) ( )( , , )i iq z y . 
Therefore, we have 
1
1 1({ , } )ri i iq S Pdzρ =Ω∫ ≤ 2 ( )rτ . Thus we get for any ε >0, 
1{( , )}
P r
i i iq S =
{ 1({ , } )ri i iq Sρ = -B ≥ ε } ≤  2
2 2
1/ 2( )r r Be ε τ− + . 
The result follows by setting the right hand side equal to δ  and solving for ε .                                       �
The theorem states that when the number of training queries tends to be infinity, with high 
probability the empirical query-level risk of IRSVM will converge to its expected query-level risk. When 
the number of queries is finite, the bound in the theorem quantifies the difference between the two risks, 
which is a decreasing function of the number of training queries this time. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we focus on stability and generalization ability of IRSVM for replacement case. The 
query-level stability of IRSVM for replacement case and the generalization bounds for such ranking 
algorithm via query-level stability by changing one element in sample set are given.  
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